Release Notes

These release notes describe new features and issues related to Oracle VTS 7.0, Patch Set 11 software.

Open Issues

This section describes known open issues.

7.0ps11 Boot CD: WARNING: mod_load cannot load module 'lx_systrace'

While booting 7.0ps11 from the Boot CD, the following warning messages are displayed:

WARNING: mod_load cannot load module 'lx_systrace'

WARNING: lx_systrace: unable to resolve dependency, module 'drv/drace' not found

[CR 7030562]

Workaround: None
Patch Set 11 Changes

The following changes were made with VTS 7.0 Patch Set 11.

- The software, screens and documentation now reflect the Oracle VTS product name. However, some directories, tests and scripts may retain the SunVTS name.

Documentation Changes

This is a summary of some changes to the Oracle VTS 7.0 User Guide for Patch Set 8 and Subsequent Compatible Releases. This is not a complete list of all changes.

- A new appendix has been added which lists the configuration parameters supported by Oracle VTS.

Documentation, Feedback and Support

For the latest versions of all of Oracle VTS documents, go to:


These web sites provide additional resources:

- Documentation
- Support https://support.oracle.com
- Training https://education.oracle.com